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As a cultural communication pattern, advertising has close relations with social 
development and human’s lives. Advertising’s communication is a constant process of 
it’s interchange with social culture. Therefore, the contents and forms of advertising 
are synced with social culture and public recognitions. Gender images in 
advertisements are the results of history and reality. On the one hand, they are 
established by the historical and cultural gender norms and consciousness, and have 
formed a deep-rooted accumulation; On the other hand, they are influenced by various 
real factors and cognized with modern cognition. 
This paper attempted to analysize six domestic fashion magazines, investigate 
the advertising gender images, rethink the influence of advertising during shaping 
gender images. The innovations of this paper are: combing social gender theory, 
semiotics with mass communication function theory, and using content analysis with 
text analysis method to analyse the gender images in advertisements. The conclusions 
are: Firstly, along with the social progress and the development of commodity 
economy, gender images in advertisements are diversifing , “feminized men” and 
“virilized women” phenomenon are obvious. However, due to the influence of male 
socialism, the traditional gender stereotypes still exist. Female roles in advertisements 
are "sexy stunners" and " shopping mania”, and in a passive, appendages position 
with respect to men . Secondly, gender images in advertisements are not entirely real , 
but a distortion of the “hyper-reality”. Advertising shaped idealized gender beauty, 
contrasted women and men, also it showed the audience a decontextaulisation 
materialistic society. 
The first chapter briefly described the background and methods of this research, 
then the second chapter introduced the gender images researches and three theories. 
Chapter three analyzed one year-round advertisements of six famous domestic fashion 
magazines, the fourth chapter analyzed the influences of advertising in forming 
gender images from the perspective of semiotics and communications. Finally, the 
author suggested that: in order to improve the gender images in adverting, the mass 















regulations must be completed , and the public should also discard stereotype 
consciously. 
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广告的商品代言人，某种程度上和性别也有所关联。以 William 和 0’Donnell（1983）
的研究为例，男性与女性担任商品代言的人数相当，但女性仍代言家庭用品居多
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